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Editorial

In the Race of Scientific Civilization and Engineering Development Mechanical Engineering
appears to be the oldest and broadest discipline. Till date it has accomplished many efficient
mechanical systems using advanced practices of material science and Structural Analysis. As a
matured academic discipline it has become an integrated component of Industrial Revolution. It has
surpassed an odyssey of two centuries since its emergency in Europe. The basic philosophy although
integrates two highlighting disciplines like Physics and Material Sciences but over the years it has
developed its linkage with other domains like Composites, Mechatronics and Nanotechnology.
Today’s Mechanical Engineers uses the core principles with some sophisticated tools like Computer
Aided Designing, and Product Life Cycle Management. These tools are also employed in Aerospace
Engineering, Civil Engineering, Petroleum Engineering and Chemical Engineering, Aircraft,
Watercraft, Robotics and Medical Devices.
In the advent of modern research there is a significant growth in Mechanical Engineering as
Computer Aided Design has become instrumental in many industrialized nations like USA,
European Countries, Scotland and GermOther CAE programs commonly used by mechanical
engineers include product lifecycle management (PLM) tools and analysis tools used to perform
complex simulations. Analysis tools may be used to predict product response to expected loads,
including fatigue life and manufacturability. These tools include Finite Element Analysis (FEA),
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), and Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM). Using CAE
programs, a mechanical design team can quickly and cheaply iterates the design process to develop
a product that better meets cost, performance, and other constraints. No physical prototype need be
created until the design nears completion, allowing hundreds or thousands of designs to be
evaluated, instead of a relative few. In addition, CAE analysis programs can model complicated
physical phenomena which cannot be solved by hand, such as viscoelasticity, complex contact
between mating parts, or non-Newtonian flows.
As mechanical engineering begins to merge with other disciplines, as seen in mechatronics,
multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) is being used with other CAE programs to automate
and improve the iterative design process. MDO tools wrap around existing CAE processes, allowing
product evaluation to continue even after the analyst goes home for the day. They also utilize
sophisticated optimization algorithms to more intelligently explore possible designs, often finding
better, innovative solutions to difficult multidisciplinary design problems.
Apart from Industrial Development there is also an hourly need for creation of an influential
professional body which can cater to the need of research and academic community. The current
scenario says there existsd a handfull of bodies like American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME). Hence we must strive towards formation of a harmonious professional research forum
committed towards discipline of Mechanical Engineering.
The conference is designed to stimulate the young minds including Research Scholars,
Academicians, and Practitioners to contribute their ideas, thoughts and nobility in these two
integrated disciplines. Even a fraction of active participation deeply influences the magnanimity of

this international event. I must acknowledge your response to this conference. I ought to convey that
this conference is only a little step towards knowledge, network and relationship.
I congratulate the participants for getting selected at this conference. I extend heart full thanks to
members of faculty from different institutions, research scholars, delegates, IRNet Family members,
members of the technical and organizing committee. Above all I note the salutation towards the
almighty.

Dr. CHR. Vikram Kumar
Department of Mechanical Engineering
N.B.K.R.I.S.T, Vidyanagar, Nellore(Dt)
Andhra Pradesh, India – 524 413
Email: cvikramkumar@yahoo.co.in
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Abstract: Finite element analysis (FEA) has become a practical method of predicting stresses and deflection for loaded
structures. FEA identifies the load path, which can be difficult using classical analysis with complex structures. Welding is
the process of joining two pieces of metal by creating a strong metallurgical bond between them by heating or pressure or
both. Welding enables direct transfer of stress between members, eliminating gusset and splice plates necessary for bolted
structures. Two types of fillet weld are possible. A single transverse fillet weld and double transverse fillet weld. Strength of
single transverse fillet weld is improved by the application of restraining force.
Keywords: finite element analysis, double transverse weld,single transverse weld, restraining force.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Welding is a process of permanent joining of two
materials (usually metals) through localised coalescence
resulting from a suitable combination of temperature,
pressure and metallurgical conditions. Depending upon
combination of temperature and pressure from high
temperature with no pressure to high pressure with low
temperature, a wide range of welding processes has been
developed. Welding enables direct transfer of stress
between members eliminating gusset and splice plates
necessary for bolted structures. Hence, the weight of the
joint is minimum. In the case of tension members, the
absence of holes improves the efficiency of the section.
Welding is used as a fabrication process in every
industry, large or small. It is a principal means of
fabrication and repairing metal products. The process is
efficient, economical and dependable as means of joining
metals. This is the only process which has been tried in
the space. The process finds its applications in air,
underwater and in space.
Fillet welds are widely used because of their
economy, ease of fabrication and adaptability. The weld
of concave shape has free surface which provides a
smoother transition between the connected parts and
hence causes less stress concentration than a convex

surface. But it is more vulnerable to shrinkage and
cracking than the convex surface and has a much reduced
throat area to transfer stresses [7]. Fillet welds are
broadly classified into side fillets and end fillets. When a
connection with end fillet is loaded in tension, the weld
develops high strength and the stress developed in the
weld is equal to the value of the weld metal, but the
ductility is minimal. On the other hand, when a specimen
with side weld is loaded, the load axis is parallel to the
weld axis. The weld is subjected to shear and the weld
shear strength is limited to just about half the weld metal
tensile strength. But ductility is considerably improved.
Most common basic FEA packages are suitable for
this analysis ANSYS was used for the present study.
With its parametric command files, design variations are
easily evaluated. With any FEA package, accurate load
estimation depends on the quality of the model built by
the analyst. The benefits of utilizing this method are as
follows [8]:
1.

Accurate determination of weld loads including
distribution of weld loads along the joint. The weld
joint loads are resolved at each FEA node of the
joint in the model. This is useful for prediction of
both static failure and fatigue failure.
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2.

2.

Shear loads induced by mismatch of lateral
deflection due to restraint or Poisson effects are
included in the calculated loads. These loads are
often ignored with classical analysis.
LITERATURE SURVEY

Kyungwoo Lee investigated that the large deflection of a
cantilever beam made of Ludwick type material under a
combined loading [4]. The problem involves both
material and geometrical non-linearity and a closed-form
solution to such problem cannot be obtained. He stated
that, numerical solution was obtained by using Butcher’s
1fifth order Runge-Kutta method. Equation (1) can be
used for not only the combined load consisting of a
uniformly distributed load and one vertical concentrated
load at the free end but also the general loading
condition.

strength of fillet weld joint.
3.

Nonlinear structural behaviour arises from a number of
causes. Because it isn’t possible to point out a single
cause of nonlinear behaviour in many problems, some
analyses may have to account for more than one type of
nonlinearity.
a.

b.
=

(1)

Where E and n are material constants, k= dΦ/ds is the
curvature.
Equation (1) involves the shearing force dM/ds
instead of the bending moment M.

TYPES OF NONLINEARITIES

c.

Contact Nonlinearities: Many common structural
features exhibit nonlinear behaviour that is status
dependent. Status changes might be directly related
to load (as in the case of the cable), or they might be
determined by some external cause. Situations in
which contact occurs are common to many different
nonlinear applications. Contact forms a distinctive
and important subset to the category of changingstatus nonlinearities.
Geometric Nonlinearities: If changes in stiffness
come only from changes in shape, nonlinear
behaviour is defined as geometric nonlinearity. In
other words a structure experiences large
deformations, its changing geometric configuration
can cause the structure to respond nonlinearly.
Material Nonlinearities: Nonlinear stress-strain
relationships are a common cause of nonlinear
structural behaviour. Many factors can influence a
material's stress-strain properties, including load
history (as in elastoplastic response), environmental
conditions (such as temperature), and the amount of
time that a load is applied (as in creep response).

T. Ninh Nguyen and M. A. Wahab suggested that
the misalignments in weld joints are of two types:
eccentricity and angular distortion. Due to this
misalignment in weld joint the force transmitted by the
misalignment weld joint in axial loading can be split into
an axial and bending component [1].

4.

According to Robb C Wilcox there are several
different theoretical approaches available for the design
of fillet weld. Conventional design treats all fillet welds
as if load was oriented in the weakest direction
(longitudinally). The result obtained by his method was
an over sizing of fillet welds loaded transversely since
transverse loaded welds are stronger than welds loaded
longitudinally [9].

In the design of welded joints, the calculated stresses to
be compared with allowable stresses shall include those
due to design eccentricity [5]. It is observe that as the
weld penetration depth increases the strength of weld
also increases [3]. The weld gets failed due to stress
concentration at weld toe and internal defect nearer to
weld toe and weld root. These are the main factor
responsible for decreased in strength of joint [2]. Fig. 1
shows the stress flow pattern in double transverse weld.

Considerable research on the fillet weld joint has
been carried out and reported in literature. However,
there is no complete study available that considers the
effect of overlap length on weld strength. Therefore this
study aims to determine effect of overlap length on

STRESS FLOW PATTERN IN FILLET WELD

The conventional strength equation in transverse
fillet weld is given by [6],
P=0.707.n h.l.τ
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Figure 1 Sttress flow patteern in double trransverse weldd

To avooid warping of plate a restrainning force is appplied as
shown in Fig. 4. Afteer applicaion off restraining foorce it is
observved that maxim
mum force that joint
j
can carry is
increassed considerably.

Where, n = 1 for single tran
nsverse weld
n = 2 for double traansverse weld
P = teensile force on
n plate (N)
h = leeg of the weld (mm)
l = leength of the weeld (mm)
τ = peermissible sheaar stress for thee weld (N/mm2)
Double transsverse weld: Fig. 2 ( i ) and
a Fig. 2 ( iii )
shows that after
a
applicatio
on of force strress flow patteern
before and after
a
loading reespectively. It is observed thhat
after loadingg the plates join
ned by doublee transverse weeld
get bent acrooss overlap leng
gth.

Figure 2 Double transvverse weld befo
fore and after
lo
oading
Single transvverse weld: Fig
g. 3 ( i ) and Fiig. 3 ( ii ) show
ws
that after application of fo
orce stress flow
w pattern befoore
and after loading
l
respeectively. In case of singgle
transverse weld
w
after appliccation of forcee the plate whoose
end is not welded
w
get warp
p out. Due to warping
w
of plaate
the joint get
g failed earrlier as comppare to doubble
transverse weld.

Figuree 4 Single transsverse weld wiith restraining force,
f
R
5.

¶M
MODELLING
G AND ANAL
LYSIS

3-D model
m
of platee and weld is created in ANSYS
Workbbench (Fig. 5 and
a Fig. 6), whhich is requiredd for the
purposse of further annalysis. ANSYS
S Workbench provides
p
a highhly integratedd engineering simulation platform,
p
supporrts multi-phyysics engineeering solutionns and
provides bi-directionnal parametric associability
a
w most
with
availabble CAD systeems. Mesh cann be generated directly
from a solid model for
f the detailedd part model designed
d
in a three-dimensio
t
onal (3D) CA
AD system. Siince the
detaileed solid model (see Fig. 8) iss so simple to analyses
a
efficienntly, some simplification
s
with an apppropriate
idealizzation processs including changing lenngth of
overlappping plate, no.
n of sub stepps during the analysis
and reeducing mesh size in the FE
E model is neeeded to
reducee the excessivee computation time.
t
For this analysis
one ennd is fixed annd axial tensile force is appplied on
opposiite end are the boundary connditions. This model
m
is
solved in ANSYS foor various oveerlapping lengtths. The
graph of overlappingg length v/s force required too induce
o 210 MPa is plotted and is shown
s
in figurre.
stress of
Restraiining force of 1-25 KN is appplied on face of 10mm
from frree end as show
wn in Fig. 7. The
T graph of
restrainning force v/s maximum
m
stresss induced in thhe
system
m is plotted as shown
s
in Fig. 15.
1
Materiial
Structuural Steel
Youngg’s Modulus: 210 GPa
Poissonn’s Ratio: 0.233
Yield Strength:
S
230 MPa
M
Tangennt Modulus: 100 GPa

Figure 3 Sinngle transversee weld before and
a after loadinng

Ultimaate Strength: 3660 MPa
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Dimensions of pates
300 x 200 x 50 mm
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 shows stress plot for the double
transverse weld and single transverse weld respectively.
In both the cases failure of weld joint occurs at the
connection of plate and weld. When restraining force is
applied on the free end of single transverse weld we get
different stress pattern. Before application of restraining
force critical part was weld as shown in Fig. 12 and then
critical stresses are observed on weld as well as plate
(Fig. 11) which increases failure strength of joint.

Figure 5 Double transverse weld

Figure 6 Single transverse weld

Figure 7 Single transverse weld with restraining force, R

Figure 8 Type of Meshing used in 3D model

Figure 9 Stresses induced in double transverse weld with
overlap length 35 mm
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Table 1 Results of double transverse weld
OVERLAP
LENGTH (mm)

FORCE (KN)

35

213.70

45

214.65

50

215.00

65

225.00

80

220.50

Figure 10 Stresses induced in single transverse weld with
overlap length 65 mm
MAX. FORCE (KN) Vs OVERLAP
LENGTH (mm)
230
MAX. FORCE
(KN) Vs
OVERLAP
LENGTH
(mm)

210
190
170
150
0

20

40

60

80

100

Poly. (MAX.
FORCE (KN)
Vs OVERLAP
LENGTH
(mm))

Figure 13 Max. Force vs Overlap Length
Table 2 Results of single transverse weld
Figure 11 Stresses induced in single transverse weld with
overlap length 77 mm

6.
Figure 12 Stresses induced in single transverse weld with
overlap length 77 mm

Overlap Length
(mm)

FORCE (KN)

35

194.50

45

197.75

55

202.50

65

203.55

75

191.30

80

188.85

¶RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

Table 1 and table 2 shows that as the overlapping length
of double transverse weld increases the maximum force
carried by weld joint increases first and later on
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decreases (Fig. 13 and Fig. 14). At 65 mm overlap length
it carries maximum force after that force decreases. In
case of single transverse weld axial tensile force carried
by weld is increased by application restraining force. For
77 mm overlap length a graph of restraining force v/s
stress induced in system is plotted as shown in Fig. 15.
When restraining force of 23 KN is applied on system
minimum stresses are induced. It shows that at minimum
stress we can increase the axial tensile force, which
increases load carrying capacity of system.

FORCE
(KN) Vs
OL
(mm)

30

40

50

60

70

80

Poly.
(FORC
E (KN)
Vs OL
(mm))

Figure 14 Force vs Overlap Length¶
Table 3 Results of single transverse weld with restraining
force, R
Restraining Force (N)

250
240
230
220
210
200
0

10000

20000

30000

Figure 15 Restraining force vs Strss induced in system,
for overlap length 77 mm

Force (KN) Vs Ovelap Length (mm)
210
200
190
180
170
160
150

Overlap Length 77mm, Restraining
Force (KN) Vs Stress(mpa)

Stress At Max Tensile
Force (Mpa)

1000

229.1666118

5000

225.2893459

10000

220.5692947

15000

215.9982401

20000

211.585639

21000

210.7229904

22000

209.8671588

23000

209.0182182

24000

210.8792489

25000

213.5995823

7.

CONCLUSION

From above discussion it is concluded that as the
Overlapping length increase strength of the joint
increases. For equal overlap length single transverse weld
fails earlier than double transverse weld. By applying
restraining force the strength of single transverse weld
can be increased.
This work is also useful in the analysis of welded
curved plate which are used in the boiler manufacturing,
ship building. Producing complicated parts or welding of
curved surfaces depends on workers experience, skill and
knowledge. So still large scope available in this field.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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Usage of Compliant Materials on Surface for Reduction of
Drag Force on High-Speed Submerged Water Bodies

Abhinav Gupta, Rahul sahu
,Mech Dept., Gyan ganga inst.of tech and sciences, Jabalpur (MP) India.

Abstract: This paper briefly discusses the possibility of employing the compliant materials on under- water bodies for the
drag reduction. Recent studies in the area of hydrobionics all-over the world have drawn the attention of hydrodynamicists
for using the compliant materials on underwater body surfaces, similar to that found in fast aquatic animals like dolphins,
towards achieving drag reduction and increased speeds of underwater vehicles and weapons'. Some basic principles of
hydrohionics in drag reduction have been presented with special emphasis on the control of turbulent boundary layer
characteristics of flow over the compliant material surfaces and induce delay in transition. Various researchers have
estimated that the use of such compliant material surfaces can lead to an overall drag reduction of the order of 10-12 per
cent over drag of the rigid surface. This is a considerable drag reduction and should arouse keen interest among the
underwater weapon and vehicle designers as the next stage of technological advancement in underwater hydrodynamic
technology.

Keywords: Compliant materials, drag reduction, hydrobionics, turbulent boundary layer, skin frictiondrag, compliant
walls, underwater bodies, torpedoes, submarines, turbulence suppression mechanisms, drag

1.

INTRODUCTION

So little is known about the nature of turbulent boundary
layers and so much benefit would accrue to aviation from
a reduction in turbulent skin friction, that all avenues for
its reduction should be thoroughly examined. The
scenario today is not different from that in 1964 when
Schairerl made this observation with regard to the
knowledge of the nature of turbulent boundary layers. A
recent studys reports that a 20% drag reduction in
commercial aircraft can lead to an annual savings of $1
billion in the US-alone. Similarly, for underwater bodies,
such as torpedoes and submarines, a 20 per cent drag
reduction can lead to an increase in the speed to 6.8
percent.Although modest, these savings can be of vital
importance in military applications. The drag reduction
of underwater bodies, such as torpedoes and submarines
is especially relevant for naval application and i t
strongly influences the hydrodynamic design of such
vehicles. In normal operating conditions, these bodies
have predominantly skin friction drag, and therefore, any
amount of frictional drag reduction that can be achieved,

especially using turbulence suppression mechanisms,
would be of great value and can lead to significant
increase in speed, endurance, payload, and stealth of the
vehicles.
2.

DRAG REDUCTION & HYDROBIONICS

The total drag of the underwater bodies can be divided
into two categories: (i) skin friction drag, which is the
integral sum of all the tangential, sheamwise forces due
to shear stresses on the surface of the body and (ii)
pressure drag, which is the integral sum of the forces due
to the pressure distribution on the surface of the bodies.
The drag reduction would involve reducing one or both
of these components. Recently, hydrodynamicists have
begun paying attention to the drag reduction
phenomenon exhibited by hydrobionts, such as dolphins
and other fast aquatic animals, and to the possibility of
adapting such techniques for the man-made underwater
bodies. Interest in the hydrodynamics of hydrobionts
came to the limelight with the publication of Gray's
book3, "Animal Locomotion", in 1961. It then became
known that the energy level of dolphins is incompatible
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to the swimming speeds attained by them. Later in 1966,
Herte14
identified
technical
applications
of
hydrodynamic principles. However, it is only in the
recent times that more efforts are being put in the
research leading to the application of hydrodynamic
principles for drag reduction of high speed underwater
bodies.
The most commonly studied hydrobionts are the
cetaceans, and among them, especially the dolphins.This
is especially so because of the extremely highspeeds
attained by them in comparison to the power available at
their disposal. The energy studies of the cetaceans have
shown that these creatures have similar comparative
energy levels as the Olympic athletes, land animals, such
as horses,, etc. This makes their very high swimming
speeds an extraordinary achievement. The hydrobionts
generally have three speeds of operation. Slow speeds at
which they can coast along for long periods of time,
cruise speeds at which they can travel for 20-30 min, and
highspeeds at which they can travel for a few
seconds.While the low speeds are well in line with the
energy levels their body can generate, the cruise and high
speeds are not. Babenkos has described some of the
principles of drag reduction of hydrobionts. The
laminarised airfoil sections used for airplane wings have
up to 90 per cent laminar boundary layer, leading to
minimum frictional drag, minimum boundary layer
thickness, and minimum wake behind the aerofoil.
Almost all hydrobionts have similar body geometry as
these airfoil sections and are the bodies of revolution.
The fins and tails of these cetaceans also correspond to
the best airfoilss. However,the drag reduction afforded
by this laminarised shape does not account for the highspeed levels exhibited by cetaceans. The skins of the
cetaceans are enriched with nerve endings, which
actively sense the turbulent pressure fluctuations and the
vortical perturbations within the boundary layer and
readadjust the pressure field by active movement of the
derma, which promotes relaminarisation of the boundary
layer. The cetaceans are also able to adjust the propulsion
mechanism, such as movement of fins, tail, and body
according to flow around the body, and thereby achieve
maximum propulsive efficiency. The skin covers of
cetaceans are compliant by nature in the sense that these
are able to adapt to the external hydrodynamic
fluctuations. The hydrodynamic study of boundary layers
over the , compliant skin has reported that during active

swimming,the turbulent fluctuations of velocity are much
smaller than those over the rigid bodies. However, this is
not the case for the slow-speed locomotion. The
transition from laminar to turbulent in case of compliant
surfaces occurs at a much higher Reynolds number when
compared to the rigid surfaces.
3.

COMPLIANT SURFACE

Extensive and unbiased studies about hydrobionicss have
shown that the active mechanisms have a much greater
role to play in the drag reduction of the hydrobionts than
the passive mechanisms employed by these. The
contribution of the passive mechanism, however, is not
insignificant and there is enough scope for adaptation of
such a mechanism for underwater bodies.The compliant
skin over the cetaceans may be likened to a viscoelastic
material. The flow over such a surface investigated by
Kramd, and subsequently by others, show how the
integral characteristics of flow over bodies with
compliant coatings differ from the flow over the rigid
bodies. The drag reduction studies by Gad-el-Hak7, et al.
and Bushnells, et al. have shown that compliant surface
can be use as an effective drag reduction mechanism. The
existing experimental and theoretical data indicate that
up to 10-12 per cent drag reduction can be achieved
using compliant surfaces.
Physically, the compliant wall is nothing but a flexible
surface affixed on to a rigid body. The complaint wall
acts in such a way so as to dampen the instabilities
existing within the turbulent boundary layer, and thus
delaying transition. There are evidences9 to show that
compliant walls also help in suppressing turbulence in a
turbulent boundary layer. Rubber like materials have
been used in the past to study the wall interference with
the boundary layer vertical mechanisms and instability
mechanisms.
3.1 Causes for Drag, Reduction
The drag reduction on the compliant surfaces is
understood to be the outcome of two phenomena, viz,
delay in transition, and the interaction of the turbulent
boundary layer with the compliant surface. The latter,
however, is not a well-understood phenomenonand
researchers are actively investigating the response
characteristics of the interaction between the turbulent
boundary layer and the compIiant surface as well as the
instability modes leading to transition from laminar to
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turbulent flow. However, some qualitative features of the
flow have emerged from the past research in this area.
A detailed description of the mechanisms of transition in
flow over compliant walls is presented by Carpenterto.
The transition from laminar to turbulent flow takes place
through the instabilities in the flow. The TollmeinSchlichting (T-S) waves, which are flow-based
instabilities, play a major role in the flow over rigid flat
plates. Although it is modified by compliance, essentially
its characteristics remain unchanged. The T-S waves are
attenuated by transfer of energy to the compliant wall.
The travelling-wave flutter is a flow-induced surface
instability caused by the travelling waves in the
viscoelastic
medium
caused
by
flow-induced
hydrodynamic forces. The response of this instability to
energy transfer is opposite to that of the T-S waves, in
the sense that the higher flexibility leads to earlier
transition due to the travelling-wave flutter. Divergence
is also a flow-induced surface instability but it is static in
nature, ie, it does not propagate on the surface. This
instability can be compared to the buckling of a strut, as
it is caused when the restorative forces of the surface are
exceeded by the hydrodynamic forces induced due to
disturbances generated in the flow.

a rigid surface.The dissipation velocity is less in the nearwall region than on a rigid surface. The production of
normal component of Reynolds stress tensor is found to
decrease. There is an observed deceleration of the
boundary layer thickness growth. All these factors lead to
an increased degeneration of turbulence, and lesser
frictional drag on a compliant surface.
4.

4. MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF COMPLIANT
WALLS

In the past, many experimental studies have been carried
out with the compliant walls, someof which have been
shown in Fig.1

KRAMMER-TYPE COMPLAINT WALL

3.1.1Transitional Mode
Sometimes, the T-S waves and the travelling –wave
flutter instabilities coalesce to form a powerful instability
referred to as transitional mode. This instability has the
characteristics of both the flow-based and the flowinduced surface instabilities.
3.2 Interaction betweenTurbulent Boundary Layer &
CompliantWall
The interaction of the turbulent boundary layer with the
compliant wall is still not so clearly understood.
Researchers are at work to identify the mechanism of
these interactions. Rozumnuik",e t al. reported the
development of a numerical code based on a Reynolds
stress transfer model and some qualitative results have
been presented in this study. The laminar sublayer
thickness is found to have increased. The turbulent
energy maximum, which is shifted away from the
compliant wall, is about 20% less in the boundary layer
over a compliant surface than on a rigid surface. In the
near-wall region, the shear stresses are less and these
approach maximum values much more smoothly than on
International Conference on Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
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waters. A briefreview of the research work in this
area, as it stands today, has been presented.
Indigenous development of the compliant materials
would involve a dedicated research activity. The
workwould involve a detailed study of the drag
reduction mechanisms and optimisation of material
properties of the compliant walls by computational
and experimental hydrodynamics experts. The manufacturing and testing methods for the compliant
materials would have to be devised by the material
scientists. It is expected that a minimum of 12% drag
reduction can be achieved using this technology.
6.
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Thermal Analysis of Hexagonal Fin Arrays in Different
Configurations as a Replacement for Conventional Fins
for Computer Chip Cooling Using COMSOL
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Abstract: Current work involves a three dimensional simulation of square and hexagonal fin heat sink arrays for the
following configurations of inline, staggered and staggered with intermediate triangular baffles to study the heat transfer in
each case. Traditional rectangular and square fin arrays are finding it increasingly difficult to match up to the increasing
heat generation by the new wave of power hungry graphic processing units and processors. The different heat sink
arrangements have been tested for a range of chip temperatures and low flow velocities. Results show the hexagonal heat
sink with the triangular baffles allow for the highest temperature drop over the chip surface due to the greater vortex
stabilization at the triangular regions. The new hexagonal baffled fin shows promise of being an excellent replacement
model for the existing square fin heat sinks considering the higher performance offered at less than half the cost of the
latter.
Keywords: Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD); heat sink; hexagonal fin; chip cooling; COMSOL.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Rapid removal of heat while keeping the material and
operational costs low while occupying a small area
holds the key to the development of better heat
transfer devices. This is the core essence in case of the
next generation of computer Graphic Processing Units
(GPU) and processors. Advances in the last one
decade have seen the power consumption in computers
double ever 18 months with the doubling of the
number of transistors as stated by Moore’s law [1].
Anandan & Ramalingam [2] have stated that almost
the entire electrical energy consumed by the
microprocessors and GPU’s are converted into heat.
Hence the higher power consump-tion from the
electronic components has resulted in higher heat
production. Seaton [3] has intensively studied
computer room cooling and has observed that for
every 10°C rise in the temperature of the chip there is
a drop of 2% in clock speed of the processor and the
life expectancy and long term reliability of the
hardware is reduced by 50%. The main concern
however is that 55% of the electronic failures are
caused due to temperature rise and heat accumulation

near the chip surface [4]. Hence controlling and
developing an effective cooling mechanism is key to
firstly develop faster micro-processors, secondly to
increase the life expectancy of the hardware and
thirdly to keep the cost of computer cooling by
external means to a minimalistic low.
Over the years several key techniques have been
employed for cooling the GPU and the processors. The
most primitive of these include the use of heat sinks, a
device which effectively absorbs or dissipates heat
from surroundings using extended surfaces such as
fins and spines [5]. The availability of an extended
surface area greatly enhances heat transfer. Other
modes of computer chip cooling which have been used
are forced convective cooling using fans [6],
oscillating liquid cooling systems [7] and even
immersion in a non conducting thermal liquids [8] or
nano fluids [9] has been tried. A few of these methods
show promising results, yet their operational costs and
long term behavior unpredictability has prevented
wide scale utilization of the above methods. Heat
sinks offer the highest performance to operational cost
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compared to the other methods and hence efforts are
being made to improve them further. Modifications are
being made to heat sink fins arrays, an example of
which is the perforated fins which has been tried by
Shaeri and Yaghoubi (2009) [10].
This paper aims at developing hexagonal fins to
observe their behavior and performance when compared
to traditional square and rectangular fin heat sinks. The
objective is to observe vortex stabilization due to the
boundary layer separation from the hexagonal fin wall
surfaces and its effect on temperature over the surface.
Kelvahan and Farge [11] examined the formation,
persistence and effect of vorticity filaments which have
been examined using a high resolution direct numerical
simulation (DNS) of the merging of two positive
Gaussian vortices pushed together by a weaker negative
vortex. They noticed the formation of a coherent vortex
which stabilizes the flow. The possibility of effective
cooling of the chips can be done if such a stabilizing
vortex can be created by using triangular baffles. The
effect is checked for the inline, staggered and staggered
with triangular intermediate baffles for hexagonal fin
heat sink array.
2.

Fig. 1: Solidworks image of the square fin heat sink
Hexagonal inline and staggered heat sinks have been
developed for the same pitch ratios and their solid work
images are displayed below.

DESIGN AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The heat sink fin array has been developed for a 3cm x
3cm x 0.5cm base chip upon which the fins have been
mounted. The fin height has been taken as 15 mm for
each heat sink. The fins are made up of Aluminium 6063
– T83 because of its high thermal conductivity (201
W/mK) and its low cost and ease of casting into the fin
structure compared to other materials like pure copper
and zinc [12]. For each case the Nusselt number is
calculated from both the flow over the non circular tubes
method and the flow over tube banks method. The values
of the ratios of transverse pitch to equivalent diameter
and longitudinal pitch to equivalent diameter are
obtained from the Heat and Mass Transfer Data Book
[13].
An inline square fin array has been developed for
St/D and Sl/D ratio of 3. A Solidworks image of the heat
sink is shown in below.
Fig. 2: Images of the inline and staggered hexagonal
heat sinks
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A new type of heat sink is developed with the aim of
increasing the vortex stability to observe a cooling effect
over the base chip. In order for vortex formation and
stabilization intentional eddies are created by changing
the direction of flow by introducing baffles in a staggered
position to the hexagonal fins.

rectangular block behaves as a laminar velocity inlet and
the longitudinally opposite face behaves as pressure
outlet. All walls are set to no slip condition. The
following figure depicts the block enclosing and the
boundary conditions used.

Fig. 4: Square fin array enclosed within the test domain,
figure also depicts the boundary conditions.
3.
Fig. 3: Solidworks image of the hexagonal heat sink with
triangular baffles
Heat
Sink
type

Arra
nge
ment

Reyno
lds No.

Nusselt
No. due
to shape

Nusselt
No. from
flow over
tube
banks

Array
size

Square
fin

Inline

62.5

2.880

3.533

10 x
10

Hexago
nal

Inline

500

7.274

11.511

5x5

Hexago
nal

Stagg
ered

500

7.274

13.717

5x5

Table 1 presents the summary of the different heat sink
configurations used in this study.
Table 1: Summary of different heat sink configurations
used the heat sink is enclosed in a rectangular block of
dimensions 0.1m x 0.06m x 0.03m, which acts as the test
section for the computation. The initial conditions used
are temperature of 30°C and u=v=w=0. The base chip
temperature and inlet air velocity are the main parameters
of consideration and the simulation has been performed
for 50°C, 70°C and 90°C for velocities of 1 m/s to 4 m/s
respectively. The following figure shows the boundary
conditions for a square fin heat sink. The front face of the

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The most basic form of fluid flow and heat transfer
equations of compressible Newtonian fluid is given as
follows:

Where ρ is the density, u, v and w are velocity

ሬԦ is the velocity vector, p is the pressure, S
components, ܸ
terms are the source terms and ߬ terms are the viscous
stress components. Ф is the viscous dissipation term. It is
always positive and represents the dissipation of
mechanical energy into heat. This dissipation term is
usually very small except for high Mach number flows
and is hence neglected in the current study considering
the low magnitude of flow velocities.
4.

MESHING AND COMPUTATION

The simulation has been performed using COMSOL 4.2.
A tetrahedral mesh has been used for each of the cases
and the meshing details are presented in table 2.
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TABLE 2: Meshing details for the heat sinks
Heat Sink Type

No of
Elements

Degrees of Freedom
Solved for

Square - Inline

25362

20478

Hexagonal – Inline

26698

21429

Hexagonal – Staggered

25412

22379

Hexagonal – triangular
baffles

29604

23292

The solver used is MUMPS [14] with a memory
allocation factor of 1.2 and the iterative solver used is
GMRES with left preconditioning. The convergence
limit has been set for an error resolution of 10-3. When
solving for a higher error resolution the processing time
has increased on a non linear scale due to a parametric
sweep (velocity and base chip temperature). Hence a
lower error resolution has been solved for. A higher
specification system can be used for further developing
the accuracy of the model presented in this paper.
5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 6 depicts the velocity field over a hexagonal
staggered arrangement. As expected the velocity drops
over the fins and there is boundary layer separation as the
inflow air meets the fins surfaces.
5.1 Temperature graphs for the heat sinks

Fig. 5: Tetrahedrally meshed heat sink

The temperature of the chip surface along the direction of
the flow has been measured to identify the effectiveness
of each of the fin arrangements. It can be observed that
the temperature of the chip base reaches a much lower
temperature compared to the other arrangements. The
chip surface temperature was found to be an entire 1°C
lower at the initial portion of the heat sink in the
hexagonal baffled case (Fig.7) when compared to the
0.5°C drop of the hexagonal staggered arrangement (Fig.
8) over the square inline heat sink (Fig. 9). The
temperature along the chip surface also tends to plateau
after covering a distance along the chip. This flattening
of the temperature is achieved faster in the case of other
heat sink arrangements when compared to the hexagonal
baffled fin.
An interesting trend is observed in the case of
hexagonal heat sink with an inline arrangement (Fig. 10)
where the square heat sink performs better owing to the
greater number of fins. This however is not seen in the
case of hexagonal heat sinks for a staggered arrangement
where a better performance is observed. The variation in
velocity pattern and high vorticity drops might hold the
key for this peculiar behavior of the staggered
arrangement.
5.2 Vorticity Graphs for the heat sinks

Fig. 6: Velocity and vorticity field image for hexagonal
staggered heat sink at 90°C and 4m/s.

The vorticity plots along the length of the chip surface in
the flow direction also roughly indicate the trend of the
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cooling patterns for the heat sinks. The higher degree of
cooling is achieved from the baffled hexagonal fins
owing to its unique shape which allows for vortex
stabilization at around 350/s, 625/s, 900/s and 1150/s for
velocities 1 to 4 respectively. Figure 11 shows the
vorticity magnitude plotted along the length of the chip
surface for the hexagonal baffled fin. The graph is made
up of discrete data and has not been joined to prevent the
loss of data along the faces. Further study of the vortex
structure along each face of the fin will allow for an in
depth analysis of the phenomenon.

The hexagonal heat sink for an inline arrangement
(Fig. 12) shows a higher vortex instability when
compared to the hexagonal staggered (Fig. 13) or the
square inline heat sink (Fig. 14) arrangements, hence
explaining the unexpected lower performance of the
hexagonal inline heat sink when compared to the square
fin heat sink. A larger number of fins in the square heat
sink is the reason for higher values of the vorticity
magnitude. The exit portion of the heat sink for the
square arrangement has also resulted in extremely high
vorticity values.

Fig. 7: Temperature of the chip surface vs Length for a Hexagonal heat sink with triangular baffles

Fig. 8: Temperature of the chip surface vs Length for Hexagonal heat sink – staggered
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Fig. 9: Temperature of the chip surface vs Length for Square heat sink

Fig. 10: Temperature of the chip surface vs Length for Hexagonal heat sink - inline

5.3 Economics of the new heat sink
To consider the economics of the new design
comparison is made on the basis of cost of the new fin
over the existing traditional fins. Advances in casting
techniques have made the cost of casting very
economical for large scale production and is
considered to be equal for both the existing square fin
heat sink and the hexagonal baffled heat sink, hence
the sole criterion for the cost is based on the cost of
the material. The volume of each hexagonal fin is 39

mm3 and the volume of the triangular baffles is 13.2
mm2. Hence the total volume occupied by the fins is
689.4 mm3. On the other hand, each square fin
occupies a volume of 15 mm3 and the total volume
occupied by the entire fin array is 1500 mm3. Hence
the new fin design uses only 45.96% of the material
used for square fin. Thus the new fin design is an
excellent replacement option for the traditional square
fin heat sinks considering the higher performance
offered at half the cost.
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Fig. 11: Vorticity Magnitude vs Length for Hexagonal heat sink with triangular baffles

Fig. 12: Vorticity Magnitude vs Length for Hexagonal heat sink – Inline

6.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been noticed that hexagonal fins with triangular
baffles are found to improve the heat transfer and have
noticeably lower temperatures on the chip surface when
compared to existing heat sinks within the simulated
parameter range. The concept of vortex stabilization has
been used to explain the higher performance capabilities
of the hexagonal heat sinks over traditional fins. The new
fin design not only costs a little less than half the cost of
the traditional square fin heat sinks it also lowers the
running costs of cooling systems and ensures higher
performance of the electronic components without

additional cooling equipment. Hence the paper aims to
suggest the employment of the new fin design to ensure
both higher savings and higher performance. Further
work on the vortex stabilization over the baffle faces
with a higher quality mesh can help produce simulations
as close as possible to real scenarios.
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Fig. 13: Vorticity Magnitude vs Length for Hexagonal heat sink – Staggered

Fig. 14: Vorticity Magnitude vs Length for Square heat sink – Inline

[5].
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Abstract: The cost of operations and maintenance can make or break a business, especially with today’s increasing demand
on productivity, availability, quality, safety and environment, and the decreasing profit margins. Indian service sector has
gone through significant changes in the last decade. Competition has increased dramatically. Customers focus on product
delivery time, product quality and cost of product. Because of these, a service sector should introduce a quality system to
improve and increase both quality and productivity continuously. Total productive maintenance (TPM) is a methodology
that aims to increase the availability of existing equipment hence reducing the need for further capital investment.
Investment in human resources can further result in better hardware utilisation, higher product quality and reduced labour
costs. The aim of the paper is to study the review of the TPM programme for an Indian service sector. Through the review
of TPM in Indian service sector, the practical aspects within and beyond basic TPM theory, difficulties in the adoption of
TPM and the problems encountered during the implementation are discussed and analysed. Moreover, the critical success
factors for achieving TPM in Indian service sector are also discussed in the paper.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Originally many systems in practice today do not
perform as intended, nor are they cost effective in terms
of their operation and support. Manufacturing systems, in
particular, often operate at less than full capacity.
Consequently, productivity is low and the cost of
producing products is high. According to the study
reported by Mobley, 1990 from 15% to 40% (average
28%) of total production cost is attributed to maintenance
activities in the factory. In dealing with the aspect of
cost, experience has indicated that a large percentage of
the total cost of doing business is due to maintenancerelated activities in the factory (i.e., the costs associated
with maintenance, labour and materials and the cost due
to production losses). Further, these costs are likely to
increase even more in the future with the added
complexities of factory equipment through the
introduction of new technologies, automation, the use of
robots, and so on.

TPM is known as Total Productive Maintenance
where the word Total = Total employee involvement,
Total number of manufacturing equipment in the service
sector, Total processes of the service sector. Productive
means generating and getting the most out of any set of
inputs and Maintenance meaning the careful management
and upkeep of the assets and equipment of the service
sector. TPM is a manufacturing program designed
primarily to maximize equipment effectiveness
throughout its entire life through the participation and
motivation of the entire work force Nakajima, 1988.
Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) provides a
comprehensive, life cycle approach, to equipment
management that minimizes equipment failures,
production defects, and accidents. It involves everyone in
the organization, from top level management to
production mechanics, and production support groups to
outside suppliers. The objective is to continuously
improve the availability and prevent the degradation of
equipment to achieve maximum effectiveness. These
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objectives require strong management support as well as
continuous use of work teams and small group activities
to achieve incremental improvements.
Equipment maintenance has matured from its early
approach of ‘breakdown maintenance’. In the beginning,
the primary function of maintenance was to get the
equipment back up and running, after it had broken
down, where the attitude of the equipment operators was
one of “I run it, you fix it”. The next phase of the
maintenance history was the implementation of
‘preventive maintenance’. This approach to maintenance
was based on the belief that if you occasionally stopped
the equipment and performed regularly scheduled
maintenance, the catastrophic breakdowns could be
avoided.
The next generation of maintenance brings us to
TPM. In TPM, maintenance is recognized as a valuable
resource. “The maintenance organization now has a role
in making the business more profitable and the
manufacturing system more competitive by continuously
improving the capability of the equipment, as well as
making the practice of maintenance more efficient”. To
gain the full benefits of TPM, it must be applied in the
proper amounts, in the proper situations, and be
integrated with the manufacturing system and other
improvement initiatives.
2.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Origin and development of TPM
Total productive maintenance (TPM) is a maintenance
program which involves a newly defined concept for
maintaining plants and equipment. The goal of the TPM
program is markedly increase production while, at the
same time, increasing employee morale and job
satisfaction. The TPM Program closely resembles the
popular total quality management (TQM) Program.
Many of the same tools such as employee empowerment,
bench marking, documentation etc. are used to
implement and optimize TPM J Venkatesh, 2007.
Christian N. Madu, 1994 has stated that total
productivity maintenance (TPM) is a maintenance
productivity improvement practice analogous to the use
of total quality management (TQM). TPM involves the
participation of employees from cross-functional
departments to achieve continuous improvement in terms

of product quality, operation efficiency, production
capacity, and safety.
Laura Swanson, 1997 stated that in an increasingly
competitive environment, manufacturing firms have
continued to implement new technologies aimed at
improving plant performance. These new technologies
are often more complex to maintain. At the same time,
equipment breakdowns can become more costly and
disruptive. However, managers tend to give little
consideration to how different production technologies
may affect the maintenance function. This paper reports
the results of a study of the relationship between the
characteristics of production technology and maintenance
practices.
G. Chand, 2000 stated that “total productive
maintenance is a Japanese concept of equipment
management that allows a facility to improve decisively
the equipment performance in the manufacturing area
with the help and involvement of all employees”.
Geert Waeyenbergh, 2004 stated that TPM activities
focus on eliminating the six major losses. These losses
include equipment failure, set-up and adjustment time,
idling and minor stoppages, reduced speed, defects in
process and reduced yield.
The PM concept was adopted by Japan in 1951. PM
can be thought of as a kind of physical check up and
preventive medicine for equipment. Just as human life
expectancy has been expanded by the progress in
preventive medicine to prevent human suffering from
disease, plant equipment service life can be prolonged by
preventing equipment failure (disease) beforehand. In
1957, CM was introduced. The concept of this system is
to improve equipment so that equipment failure can be
eliminated and equipment can be easily maintained. In
1960, PM activity began. This activity aims at designing
the equipment line to be maintenance free. As the
ultimate goal regarding equipment and production is to
keep them completely maintenance-free, every effort
should be made to try and achieve the ultimate condition
of ‘‘what the equipment and production line must be’’.
In other words, that is free of breakdowns and
defective production. Together, these activities are
generally called ‘‘productive maintenance’’. In 1971,
Nippon Denso Co. introduced and successfully
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implemented a programme called ‘‘Total Productive
maintenance’’ in Japan. They won the PM Excellence
Plan Award for their efforts. This was the beginning of
TPM in Japan, and Europe.
2.2 Types of Maintenance System
1. Breakdown maintenance: It means that people waits
until equipment fails and repair it. Such a thing could be
used when the equipment failure does not significantly
affect the operation or production or generate any
significant loss other than repair cost.
2. Preventive maintenance (1951): It is a daily
maintenance (cleaning, inspection, oiling and retightening), design to retain the healthy condition of
equipment and prevent failure through the prevention of
deterioration, periodic inspection or equipment condition
diagnosis, to measure deterioration. It is further divided
into periodic maintenance and predictive maintenance.
Just like human life is extended by preventive medicine,
the equipment service life can be prolonged by doing
preventive maintenance.
2a.Periodic maintenance (Time based maintenance TBM): Time based maintenance consists of periodically
inspecting, servicing and cleaning equipment and
replacing parts to prevent sudden failure and process
problems.
2b.Predictive maintenance: This is a method in which
the service life of important part is predicted based on
inspection or diagnosis, in order to use the parts to the
limit of their service life. Compared to periodic
maintenance, predictive maintenance is condition based
maintenance. It manages trend values, by measuring and
analyzing data about deterioration and employs a
surveillance system, designed to monitor conditions
through an on-line system.
3. Corrective maintenance (1957): It improves
equipment and its components so that preventive
maintenance can be carried out reliably. Equipment with
design weakness must be redesigned to improve
reliability or improving maintainability
4. Maintenance prevention (1960): It indicates the
design of new equipment. Weakness of current machines
are sufficiently studied (on site information leading to
failure prevention, easier maintenance and prevents of

defects, safety and ease of manufacturing) and are
incorporated before commissioning a new equipment.
Modern equipment management began with
preventive maintenance and evolved into productive
maintenance. These approaches—both abbreviated as
‘‘PM’’—originated in the US with activities focused in
the maintenance department. TPM, however, stands for
total productive maintenance, or productive maintenance
with total participation. First developed in Japan, TPM is
team-based productive maintenance and involves every
level and function in the organisation, from top
executives to the production floor operators.
2.3 Differences between PM and TPM
The differences between traditional PM and TPM
developed in Japan can be clarified by citing the
characteristics of TPM as follows:
* TPM is aimed at overall pursuit of production
efficiency improvement to its maximum extent. Many
production systems are human–machine systems.
Needless to say, dependence of production systems on
equipment increases as automation progresses. Similarly,
production efficiency is governed by degree of
proficiency in methods of manufacturing, usage, and
maintenance equipment. TPM is designed to prevent the
occurrences of stoppage losses due to failures and
adjustment, speed losses resulting from minor stoppages
and speed reduction, and defect losses caused by process
defects, start-up and yield declines, by improving the
methods of manufacturing, usage, and maintenance
equipment. Its purpose is to maximise the efficiency of
production systems in an overall manner.
* In contrast, the approach of traditional PM is centred
on equipment specialists. Accordingly, although
improving the methods of equipment manufacturing and
maintenance gives maximum equipment efficiency, PM
does not call for pursuing overall production efficiency to
its limit by improving methods of equipment use.
* One of the characteristics of TPM is AM, which means
operators must preserve their own equipment. Operators
must protect the equipment used by them. Failures and
defects are the illnesses of equipment. To prevent such
illnesses, routine maintenance (cleaning, oiling,
tightening, and inspection) must be implemented without
failure. Furthermore, maintenance staff, who are
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‘‘medical practitioners specialising in equipment’’,
conduct periodic inspections (diagnosis) and carry out
early repair (treatment). In the US, work specialisation
has progressed so that operator is occupied with
production (operation), while maintenance is under the
charge of maintenance staff. Routine maintenance is the
task of maintenance staff, and is not considered as the
task of operators.
* TPM consists of small-group activities in which all
members participate. Small-group activities in TPM are
conducted by employees who, based on self-discipline,
conduct work jointly with the formal operation.
Operators enforce AM by performing cleaning, oiling,
tightening, inspection, and other routine maintenance
tasks themselves. Such AM is part of the operator’s
normal work, and therefore completely different from the
voluntary type. TPM small-group activities are called
‘‘overlapping small-group activities’’, because they are
conducted jointly with formal organisation. On the
individual level, small groups set their own themes and
targets by which they conduct their activities.
These small groups include a managerial staff group,
composed of a section manager and led by the plant
manager, a group led by a section manager, with unit
chiefs or team heads as its members, and a frontline
group headed by a managerial staff member, such as a
unit chief or team head, and made up members of a unit
or team. Such overlapping small-groups led by formal
organisation constitute a major characteristic of TPM. In
contrast, such activities are not implemented in the
traditional US-style PM.
2.4. Measurement of TPM effectiveness
“When people use the term ‘equipment effectiveness’
they are often referring only to the equipment availability
or up-time, the percentage of time it is up and operating.
But the overall or true effectiveness of equipment also
depends upon its performance and its rate of quality”.
One of the primary goals of TPM is to maximize
equipment effectiveness by reducing the waste in the
manufacturing process. The three factors that determine
equipment effectiveness: equipment availability,
performance efficiency, and quality rate are also used to
calculate the equipment’s Overall Equipment
Effectiveness (OEE).

Equipment Availability
A well functioning manufacturing system will have the
production equipment available for use whenever it is
needed. This doesn’t mean that the equipment must
always be available. The equipment availability is
affected by both scheduled and unscheduled downtime.
In a well functioning system the unplanned downtime is
minimized, while the planned downtime is optimized;
based on the amount of inventory in the system and the
equipment’s ability to change production rates. The most
common cause of lost equipment availability is
unexpected breakdowns.
These failures affect the maintenance staff (which
must scramble to get the equipment running) and the
equipment operator (who often has to wait for the
equipment to be repaired to continue working). Keeping
back-up systems available is one way to minimize the
effect of lost equipment availability. However, this is
rarely the most cost effective approach since it requires
investing in capital equipment that wouldn’t be need if
the equipment performed more reliably. Another drain on
the equipment availability is the time required to changeover the equipment to run different products. This ‘setup’ time is often overlooked, even though it has the
potential to eliminate a significant amount of non value
added time in the production cycle.
Performance Efficiency
Equipment efficiency is a commonly used to metric when
evaluating a manufacturing system. The efficiency is
typically maximized by running the equipment at its
highest speed, for as long as possible, to increase the
product throughput. The efficiency is reduced by time
spent with the equipment idling (waiting for parts to
load), time lost due to minor stops (to make small
adjustments to the equipment), and lower throughput
from running the equipment at a reduced speed. These
efficiency losses can be the result of low operator skill,
worn equipment, or poorly designed manufacturing
systems.
Quality Rate
If the equipment is available and operating at its
designed speed, but is producing poor quality parts,
what has really been accomplished? The purpose of
the manufacturing system is not to run equipment
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just to keep people busy and watch machines operate;
the purpose is to make useful products. If the
equipment is worn to the point where it can no longer
produce acceptable parts, the best thing to do is shut
it down to conserve the energy and raw materials,
and repair it.
Quality losses also include the lost time, effort, and parts
that result from long warm up periods or waiting for
other process parameters to stabilize. For example, the
time lost and parts scrapped while waiting for an
injection molding machine to heat up should be
considered part of the equipment’s quality rate. The
effort to improve the quality rate needs to be linked back
to the critical product requirements.
Overall Equipment Effectiveness
=Availability ×Performance ×Quality Yield

1.
2.

Availability =Operating Time/Loading Time
Performance=Standard
Cycle
Time
×Actual
Output/Net Operating Time
3. Quality Yield=Actual Output-Defective Pieces/Actual
Output
Also
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

3.

Loading Time=Total Available Time-Planned Shut
Down
Operating Time=Loading Time-Down Time
Net Operating Time=Operating Time-Minor
Stoppages
Standard output in total available time= Net Operating
Time/Standard Cycle Time
Speed Loss= (Standard Output-Actual Output) ×
Standard Cycle Time
PM IN SERVICE SECTOR

3.1. Introduction-preparatory stage of TPM
Implementation

notice board. Send a letter to all concerned individuals
if required.
Step 2 - Initial education and propaganda for TPM:
Training is to be done based on the need. Some need
intensive training and some just an awareness. Take
people who matters to places where TPM already
successfully implemented.
Step 3 - Setting up TPM and departmental
committees: TPM includes improvement, autonomous
maintenance, quality maintenance etc., as part of it.
When committees are set up it should take care of all
those needs.
Step 4 - Establishing the TPM working system and
target: Now each area is benchmarked and fix up a
target for achievement.
Step 5 - A master plan for institutionalizing: Next step
is implementation leading to institutionalizing wherein
TPM becomes an organizational culture. Achieving PM
award is the proof of reaching a satisfactory level.
Step B - Introduction Stage
This is a ceremony and we should invite all. Suppliers as
they should know that we want quality supply from them.
Related companies and affiliated companies who can be
our customers, sisters concerns etc. Some may learn from
us and some can help us and customers will get the
communication from us that we care for quality output.
Stage C - Implementation
In this stage eight activities are carried which are called
eight pillars in the development of TPM activity.
Of these four activities are for establishing the system for
production efficiency, one for initial control system of
new products and equipment, one for improving the
efficiency of administration and are for control of safety,
sanitation as working environment.

Step A - Preparatory Stage:
Step 1 - Announcement by Management to all
about TPM introduction in the service sector:
Proper understanding, commitment and active
involvement of the top management in needed for this
step. Senior management should have awareness
programmes, after which announcement is made to all.
Publish it in the house magazine and put it in the

Stage D - Institutionalizing Stage
By all their activities one would has reached maturity
stage. Now is the time for applying for PM award. Also
think of challenging level to which you can take this
movement.
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Table 1

3.3 Uses of 8 pillars of TPM in a service sector
Fig. 1 illustrates the organisation structure of TPM
organisation in the company. The establishment of TPM
office and TPM departmental office create the formal
organisational model for TPM implementation. The
company uses the eight pillars of TPM which are
explained below.

Fig. 1 Organizing Structure for TPM Implementation
Pillars of TPM

5’S
Japanese
Term

English
Translation

Equivalent
‘S’ term

Seiri

Organization

Seiton

Tidiness

Systematize

Seiso

Cleaning

Sweep

Seiketsu

Standardizati
on

Standardize

Shitsuke

Discipline

Self–
Discipline

Sort

PILLAR 2 JISHU HOZEN (Autonomous maintenance):This pillar is geared towards developing
operators to be able to take care of small maintenance
tasks, thus freeing up the skilled maintenance people to
spend time on more value added activity and technical
repairs. The operators are responsible for upkeep of their
equipment to prevent it from deteriorating.
Policy:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fig. 2 Eight pillar of TPM
PILLAR 1 - 5S: TPM starts with 5S. Problems cannot
be clearly seen when the work place is unorganized.
Cleaning and organizing the workplace helps the team to
uncover problems. Making problems visible is the first
step of improvement.

Uninterrupted operation of equipments.
Flexible operators to operate and maintain other
equipments.
Eliminating the defects at source through active
employee participation.
Stepwise implementation of JH activities.

PILLAR 3 - KAIZEN: “Kai” means change, and “Zen”
means good (for the better). Basically kaizen is for small
improvements, but carried out on a continual basis and
involve all people in the organization. Kaizen is opposite
to big spectacular innovations. Kaizen requires no or
little investment. The principle behind is that “a very
large number of small improvements are more effective
in an organizational environment than a few
improvements of large value. This pillar is aimed at
reducing losses in the workplace that affect our
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efficiencies. By using a detailed and thorough procedure
we eliminate losses in a systematic method using various
Kaizen tools. These activities are not limited to
production areas and can be implemented in administrative areas as well.
Kaizen Policy:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Practice concepts of zero losses in every sphere of
activity.
Relentless pursuit to achieve cost reduction targets in
all resources
Relentless pursuit to improve over all plant equipment
effectiveness.
Extensive use of PM analysis as a tool for eliminating
losses.
Focus of easy handling of operators.

PILLAR 4 - PLANNED MAINTENANCE: It is aimed
to have trouble free machines and equipments producing
defect free products for total customer satisfaction. This
breaks maintenance down into 4 “families” or a group
which was defined earlier.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Preventive Maintenance
Breakdown Maintenance
Corrective Maintenance
Maintenance Prevention

With Planned Maintenance we evolve our efforts from a
reactive to a proactive method and use trained
maintenance staff to help train the operators to better
maintain their equipment.
Policy:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Achieve and sustain availability of machines
Optimum maintenance cost.
Reduces spares inventory.
Improve reliability and maintainability of machines.

QM activities are to set equipment conditions that
preclude quality defects, based on the basic concept of
maintaining perfect equipment to maintain perfect quality
of products. The condition is checked and measure in
time series to very that measure values are within
standard values to prevent defects. The transition of
measured values is watched to predict possibilities of
defects occurring and to take counter measures before
hand.
Policy:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

PILLAR 6 - TRAINING: It is aimed to have multiskilled revitalized employees whose morale is high
and who has eager to come to work and perform all
required functions effectively and independently.
Education is given to operators to upgrade their skill.
It is not sufficient know only “Know-How” by they
should also learn “Know-why”. By experience they
gain, “Know-How” to overcome a problem what to be
done. This they do without knowing the root cause of
the problem and why they are doing so. Hence it
become necessary to train them on knowing “Knowwhy”. The employees should be trained to achieve the
four phases of skill. The goal is to create a factory full
of experts.
Policy:
1.
2.

PILLAR 5 - QUALITY MAINTENANCE: It is aimed
towards customer delight through highest quality through
defect free manufacturing. Focus is on eliminating nonconformances in a systematic manner, much like Focused
Improvement. We gain understanding of what parts of
the equipment affect product quality and begin to
eliminate current quality concerns, then move to potential
quality concerns. Transition is from reactive to proactive
(Quality Control to Quality Assurance).

Defect free conditions and control of equipments.
QM activities to support quality assurance.
Focus of prevention of defects at source
Focus on poka-yoke. (Fool proof system)
In-line detection and segregation of defects.
Effective implementation of operator quality assurance.

3.
4.

Focus on improvement of knowledge, skills and
techniques.
Creating a training environment for self learning based
on felt needs.
Training curriculum / tools /assessment etc conductive
to employee revitalization
Training to remove employee fatigue and make work
enjoyable.

PILLAR 7 - OFFICE TPM: Office TPM should be
started after activating four other pillars of TPM (JH,
KK, QM, PM). Office TPM must be followed to improve
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productivity, efficiency in the administrative functions
and identify and eliminate losses. This includes analyzing
processes and procedures towards increased office
automation. Office TPM addresses twelve major losses.
They are
1.
2.

Processing loss
Cost loss including in areas such as procurement,
accounts, marketing, sales leading to high inventories
3. Communication loss
4. Idle loss
5. Set-up loss
6. Accuracy loss
7. Office equipment breakdown
8. Communication channel breakdown, telephone and fax
lines
9. Time spent on retrieval of information
10. Non availability of correct on line stock status
11. Customer complaints due to logistics
12. Expenses on emergency dispatches/purchases
PILLAR 8 SAFETY, HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT: In this area focus is on to create a safe
workplace and a surrounding area that is not damaged
by our process or procedures. This pillar will play an
active role in each of the other pillars on a regular
basis. A committee is constituted for this pillar which
comprises representative of officers as well as
workers. The committee is headed by senior vice
President (Technical). Utmost importance to Safety is
given in the plant. Manager (Safety) is looking after
functions related to safety. To create awareness among
employees various competitions like safety slogans,
Quiz, Drama, Posters, etc. related to safety can be
organized at regular intervals.
Policy:
1.
2.
3.

Zero accident,
Zero health damage
Zero fires.

4.

DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Factors that damage TPM success
Success of a TPM program is closely connected to the
way of managing people, because the focus of the
proposed work in this methodology is the human being.
As it happens in all management process, it is necessary

to create indicators for the evaluation of performance
indicators of the program. In this context the indicators
used to verify and control TPM are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Productivity.
Costs.
Supply, levels and circulation.
Quality can achieve zero defects.
Safety, almost total eliminating of violations.
Morale, suggestions and participation of
employees in the small group meetings.

all

Even with these established indicators, one can notice
that a large part of themes constructed in the companies
only to satisfy the audit process (internal and external).
With this attitude, one ends up with a superﬁcial
management of the whole process, where the manager
does not get the beneﬁts that a real interaction between
maintenance and production, offered by TPM, could
bring to the company. In other words, the lack of
commitment by managers leads to ruining the already
established structure. In Table 1, the main factors,
indicated by the maintenance people and production,
those directly inﬂuence the fall in TPM pattern inside
companies, are presented. One notices that several
factors mentioned refer to the overload of the work
imposed on the operators. This overload is due to many
factors, some internals and other externals to the
company. It is important to highlight that independent of
the source of this overload, it is not only the machines
that exhaust (enhancing the probability of failure), but
also mainly the people. With this pressure one apparently
gains in productivity, but in a short time the losses begin
to show up together with the increase in costs.
In many companies, one notices the overload in
work on the production people, preventing this way that
the operator effectively participates in TPM process,
limiting him, when it happens, to the putting of “TPM
Cards”, so that maintenance makes its intervention. This
is a negative factor when it comes to the question of the
professional development of the operator, because in the
beginning of TPM process he is stimulated, encouraged
and appreciated for being capable of making small
maintenance and adjustments in the equipment. When
this activity is diminished due to overload in production
activities, he gets professionally frustrated. Another not
motivating factor for the production people is when their
ideas, suggestions are not “heard”, discussed or they do
not have feedback.
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In these cases there are problems of communication
in the decisions taken by the managers and the way they
are communicated to the people involved. In the ﬁrst
time a suggestion is not made, in a second time his
suggestion is not taken seriously either, or is blocked by
the ﬁnancial sector (without an explanation for the shop
ﬂoor), in this rhythm, probably there will not be a third
suggestion, losing this way this important channel for
improvement possibilities.
Other negative facts that occur in companies are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Problems of purchase of replacement material,
preventing the performance of planned maintenance;
Budget cuts without reasonable explanation for the
team involved with TPM;
Incorrect dimensioning of the maintenance team to
deal with the programmed activities;
No follow-up of maintenance backlog;
Impediment of liberation of machines for
maintenance in planned date;
Constant change in schedule;
Non-systematic accomplishment of maintenance
planning giving a feeling of non-credit to it;
The collaborators’ non-commitment;
The return to the maintenance team of the feeling of
“ﬁremen extinguishing the ﬁre”.

During TPM implementation in the service sector,
several issues that affected the failure of initial TPM
implementation were overcome. At first, management
had been well trained in the TPM know how. An
executive TPM introduction course was conducted for
all management level people. From the course, they
learnt about the benefits and effects of TPM
implementation in the company, i.e., maximised assets
and reduced costs by focusing on the customer and
getting all employees involved. They knew that
management commitment for TPM implementation
was the fundamental precept, which governed the
success or failure of the change. Also, through the
training course, they realised that TPM implementation was not a one-time activity for continuous
improvement. It was a long term and never ending
improvement activity. In this connection, management
committed resources for TPM implementation in the
form of operators’ time, and a short-term investment
of money that brought equipment into condition. The
issues of lack of management support, lack of longterm vision, and lack of sustaining momentum, were
resolved simultaneously. Secondly, the formation of

TPM office helped the company to define and set-up
the TPM basic policies and targets that are aligned
with manufacturing strategy. The TPM office was also
responsible for the creation of a master plan,
promotion of TPM activities and development of a
training plan for employees. The establishment of
TPM office changed the approach for TPM
implementation in the numerous manufacturing
activities within the company. Structural organisation
for TPM implementation was developed and job
responsibility for delegated persons in TPM
implementation across different departments was
clearly defined. The main initial objective for TPM
implementation was no longer early implementation
on so many machines, but rather the gradual and
proper implementation on a model machine. As a
result, the problem of simultaneous introduction of
TPM on too many machines was tackled. Furthermore,
model machine implementation resolved the problem
of resource constraints, as resources were focused on
one machine rather than several machines.
4.2. Successful factors for TPM implementation
Some factors that contributed to the success of TPM
implementation are as follows:
•

•

•

•

A specific guideline/training for realising the benefits
in the production and maintenance department during
TPM implementation was required. Supervisors or
management were required to convince their
subordinates to buy into the concept of TPM by
providing proper training.
Selection of team members was crucial. As
mentioned before, some operators only had
primary school level education. Some of them
had worked in the company for more than 10
years. They were not eager to learn and accept
the new change in culture and paradigm shifting.
Therefore, the selected team members were
required to have a positive attitude and be
willing to accept new changes.
As maintenance skill was required to be transferred
to production operators, a well-developed
maintenance training system was one of the key
factors for TPM implementation. The system needs
to update frequently as technology was changing
rapidly.
Management support for TPM implementation was
very important as their commitment sustained and
enhanced morale of production operators and
maintenance personnel.
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•

5.

Simultaneous implementation of TPM caused
insufficient resource allocation. This resulted in low
productivity improvement or even no observed
improvement result. This caused a negative
psychological effect and production people lost
interest in the implementation. So, model machine
implementation was also one of the crucial factors for
TPM implementation.
CONCLUSION

computing power makes this process feasible and
financially attractive.
5.2. Future development and expansion
So far as there is only the model equipment being used to
implement TPM, the next step is to disseminate the
concept of TPM and implement TPM into the whole
service sector area.

5.1. Summary of TPM in service sector

6.

The general aim of the project is to study the
implementation benefits and difficulties encountered in
an Indian service sector during the TPM implementation
and also the major success factors that contribute to the
success of TPM.

[1].

The efficient maintenance of the production and
other plant machinery is crucial in determining the
success of the manufacturing process. Despite time and
money spent on the development/production of the
advanced plant and its equipment, there has not been
enough attention to defining comprehensive maintenance
strategies, practices and policies. However, there are
indications that the transition process from reactive
(breakdown) maintenance to preventive maintenance is
already taking place.
In order to establish autonomous maintenance teams,
a better communication and team-work must be
promoted. It is essential that the company devises an
efficient data recording system, so that up-to-date and
accurate information will be available to the
management.
The process of recording information must remain
simple, but effective for future data analysis. If
provisions were made to highlight such problems and
possible causes, then it may lead to the correction of
common problems such as breakdowns and re-work.
Ultimately, if possible, the aim is to eliminate such
causes.
Information provided by the trend analysis can
provide a basis for forming long-term plans. The
maintenance department can plan spending requirements
by using historical information to state the return on
investment when contributing to the annual business plan
of the company. The availability of relatively cheap
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Abstract: Austenitic stainless steel AISI 304 usually forms irregular weld beads during butt welding. Initiation of cracks is
dependent on surface and near-surface conditions so that local stress field caused by surface roughness is important. Shot
peening is a cold working process that changes micro-structure as well as surface characteristics in the surface layer. In the
present work, the controlled shot peening has found to improve various mechanical properties such as surface roughness,
hardness, tensile strength and fatigue strength of the welded joint. Double shot peening has been used as a low cost and
simple method for increasing the surface finish of the welded joint. Double shot peening was done on the welded plates in
which, heavy shot peening of 0.6mm cast steel balls at Almen intensity of 6A, was followed by micro-ball shot peening at
low Almen intensity of 1A. This resulted in decrease of Ra by 0.6 to 0.7 microns as well as uniform surface finish of
welded joints. The paper discusses the effect of shot peening on the butt welded joint.
Keywords: Welded joint, Shot peening.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Shot peening is a method of cold working in which
compressive stresses are induced in the exposed surface
layer of metallic parts by the impingements of a stream
of cast steel shots directed at the metal surface at high
velocity under controlled conditions. The major
applications are related to improvement and restoration
of mechanical properties and reliability of machine
element by increasing their hardness, tensile strength
surface finish, impact strength, fatigue strength etc. It is
applicable to ferrous and non-ferrous parts but is mostly
used on steel surfaces. Shot peening consists of throwing
hardened steel balls at the surface to be peened. The steel
balls, or shots, are thrown against the surface either by
compressed air or by centrifugal force as rotating wheel
fires the shot. The intensity of the process can be varied
by regulating the size of shot, the hardness of shot, and
the speed at which it is fired and the length of time, the
work is exposed to the shot. The result of the interaction
of material parameters with the shot peening parameters
is generation of a residual stress, strain hardening of the
weld surface and sub surface layers, changes in the

microstructure and substructure of material, changes in
surface condition and hardening characteristics of the
material.
Mitsubayashi. M. et al. [1] suggested a method to
improvement in fatigue strength by shot peening and
selection of most effective peening condition. Shaw B.A.
et al. [2] illustrated the role of residual stress on the
fatigue strength of high performance gearing. Aggarwal
et al.[3.4] found that the controlled shot peening
improves hardness, causes relaxtion of residual stress and
increases fatigue strength of EN45A spring steel.
Austenitic stainless steel cannot be hardened by any form
of heat treatment, in fact, quenching from 1000˚C merely
softens them [5].
Shot peening is beneficial in the improvement
of combined bending and torsional fatigue of the
welded joint. The improvement in fatigue life was upto
100% [6].
In the present work, the controlled shot peening has
found to improve various mechanical properties of the
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welded joint. Double shot peening has been used as a low
cost and was done on welded plates in which, heavy shot
peening of 0.6mmcast steel balls at Almen intensity of
6A, was followed by micro-ball shot peening at low
Almen intensity of 1A. This resulted in increase in
surface finish of welded joints. The paper discusses the
effect of double shot peening on surface characteristics of
the butt welded joint.
2.

before welding. Single V joint was prepared because it
was used for the steel thickness 8 - 16mm for arc and gas
welding. The work piece was cleaned before welding
with the help of wire brush to remove any dust or oil etc.
Arc welding was used to join these pieces. A special
electrode was used for welding stainless steel - 304
grade. ESAB made electrode was used for welding
stainless steel , which is used for welding stainless steel
up to 308 grade.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The work piece Austenitic stainless steel-304 Grade was
prepared according to ASTM A370 standard for various
tests. For testing i.e tensile test and surface roughness test
a flat plate of Austenitic Stainless steel- 304 grade having
920mm length, 100mm width and 10 mm thickness was
taken as shown in figure 1. The composition is shown in
table I.
Table 1: Chemical composition of austenitic stainless
steel - 304.
Steel

C

Si

Mn

P

S

Ni

Cr

304

.08

0.75

3.0

0.042

0.03

10

18

Then this work piece is divided in to two parts i.e. in the
length of 460mm with the help of power hacksaw
machine with special cutting blade used for cutting
Stainless Steel as shown in figure 2.

Fig.3. Edge Preparation (all dimensions are in mm).
After welding specimen were prepared for tests
(Tensile test & Surface roughness test) as per ASTM
A370 standard. The material was cut in different pieces
with the help of power Hacksaw machine. The first part
and the last part was scrap because the initiation and
stoppage of welding may have defects.
Different specimens were prepared for tensile test as
shown in figure.4. These specimens were required to
perform the test for shot peening and double shot
peening.

Fig.4: Specimen for Tensile Test
After parting in two parts these two pieces were butt
welded as shown in figure 3. Edge preparation was done

The shape and size of work piece for surface roughness
was given in figure 5.
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induction of residual stress upto certain depth of the
surface by shot peening. The mean values of tensile
strength were shown in figure 6 at 4 point. It was also
found double shot peening does not much effect on the
tensile strength but it improves the surface finish of the
specimen.
600
580

The shot peening was done by using centrifugal wheel.
The cast steel shots of 0.6mm diameter were used to shot
peen the specimens. An Almen strip of size
76mm X 19mm X 1.3mm thick was used to measure the
intensity of shot peening [5]. The specimens were shot
peened at an intensity of 6A on Almen gauge. This is
followed by low Almen intensity of 1A for double shot
peening.

560
Tensile Strength (Mpa)

Fig.5: Specimen for Surface Roughness Test

540
520
500
480

Table II. Shot peened Sample
S. No.

Untreated
sample
Tensile
Strength
(MPa)

Shot peened samples

1
Tensile strength
of shot peened
sample(MPa)

2
3
Sample Nos.

Tensile strength
ofdouble shot
peenedsamples
(MPa)

1

512.24

572.34

568.63

2

506.47

561.27

553.32

3

515.28

580.21

571.47

4

511.33

571.27

564.47

4

Untreated Sample
Single Shot
Sample

Peened

Double Shot Peened
Sample

Fig.6: Tensile strength for different samples
Surface Roughness

(mean)

3.

460

RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS

Tensile Strength

The surface of a part was its exterior boundary and the
surface irregularities consist of numerous wedges and
valleys that deviate from a hypothetical nominal surface.
Average samples were found to be less as compared with
the shot peened samples (table III).

The sample was stretched slowly by fixing it in two jaws
until it brakes. It was found that the tensile strength of
short peened sample was higher than that of unshotpeened sample (Table II). This was due to the
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Table III: Surface roughness variation
S.No.

Average surface roughness (um)
Primary shot peening
(6A)

Double shot peening
(1A)

1

4.29

3.61

2

4.34

3.86

3

4.37

3.78

4 (mean)

4.33

3.75

It was found that the improvement in surface finish of
shot peened samples increases the fatigues life. Surface
roughness was reduced by double shot peening. In
double shot peening, primary shot peening (6A) is
followed by micro-ball shot peening of intensity 1A. For
double shot peening zirconium shots of 1-6 microns were
used. Double shot peening reduced the surface roughness
by approximately 0.6 to 0.7 microns. The improvement
in surface finish after double shot peening further helps
in improving the fatigue strength.
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Shot peening improves the tensile strength of the
welding joint.
Shot peening improves the surface finish of the welded
joint.
It was also found double shot peening does not much
effect on the tensile strength but it improves the surface
finish of the specimen.
Double shot peening reduces the surface roughness
without significant change in residual stress.
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Abstract: Drum Pulley Assembly used for material handling, conveyor systems, the most critical region for fatigue damage
and failures are reported at the weld joint connecting plate and shell, hub and endplate as well as seam weld in drum shell.
A failure analysis based on stress life approach may be useful for predicting the life time of weld in the structure. This study
presents an upcoming methodology in new three dimensional Finite Element Model to calculate the fatigue life of weld.
Ansys 12.1 simulation software uses stress-life method, based on a static non-linear Structural analysis. The weld material
S-N curve were experimentally determined by the Fatigue testing of the dumbell specimen as per 7608 standard. This study
assumes that a flaw exist in weld due to welding process, material in-homogeneity, air voids, slugs or impurities in weld,
improper surface machining and many more. This material curve is used in simulation to get more accurate results. Thus
the fatigue life prediction with the material curves from experimentation will give us more accurate and close to actual
failure results.
Keyword: Drum Pulley Analysis, Fatigue Life by S-N approach, Equivalent Stress, Weld fatigue.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Failures due to fatigue in welded structures lead to loss of
life and substantial costs. Remedies to this situation
include the introduction of various standards and fatigue
design codes. The foundation of such codes rely, in some
cases, on old concepts that do not easily translate to the
output from modern computer programs and are also
limited to rather simplified structures.
The development of new generations of products
means, in general, increased capacity, increased speed
and increased demands on life. Improved maintenance
and higher utilization place additional demands on the
supporting structures.
The requirements in society towards improved
functionality and minimizing of Life Cycle Cost (LCC);
force companies to design structures with reduced
weights and “optimum” fatigue resistance. Actions to
meet these demands are to introduce high strength steel,
weld and/or surface improvement technologies and high
productivity
manufacturing
technologies.
The
introduction of high strength steel in structures normally

means higher stress levels and, hence, an increased
sensitivity to defects, deviations in weld geometry (e.g.
penetration, throat thickness, undercuts) and variations in
material strength.
Expertise in developing and manufacturing fatigue
loaded welded structure with low LCC is a key aspect in
order to stay competitive. Shorter development time for
new products means that it is important to make the
correct design and fatigue assessment early on in the
project.
A better understanding of the limits of the different
fatigue design methods and the influence of fatigue
strength due to the weld quality will improve the
development of new fatigue loaded products. The
understanding of the link between weld quality and the
welding process would enable manufacturers to increase
the utilization of high strength steel in fatigue loaded
welded structures.
Being able to determine the rate of crack growth, an
engineer can schedule inspection accordingly and repair
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or replace the part before failure happens. Being able to
predict the path of a crack helps a designer to
incorporate adequate geometric tolerance in structural
design to increase the part life.
2.

•
•

Materials of construction and their limitations
Fabrication techniques, constructed tolerances and
tolerance controls.

4.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENTS OF DRUM
PULLEY

OBJECTIVES

The aims at design validation of a drum pulley assembly
and fatigue analysis of weld joint which is most probable
part to fail against fatigue. Hence it needs to find out the
stresses in various components by nonlinear static
analysis of the drum pulley assembly. Currently there are
two models for the same application working under same
conditions hence needs to suggest a model which will
survive for a longer life.
The following are the main objectives
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

3.

Conventional design criteria:The conventional design procedure against static
strength, fatigue strength is set for client use.
Manufacturing criteria’s that should be satisfied
during fabrication of assembly are also mentioned
here.
Non-linear Static Structural Analysis:To carry out non-linear static analysis of the
conveyor pulley assembly using ANSYS Classic
Version 12.1. This is done to find out safe value of
resultant displacement (stiffness) and Von Misses
stresses. A special attention is required to get
convergence of non-linear system and then validation
of converged results.
Fatigue Life Calculation:To carry out the fatigue life prediction of welded
joint using conventional methods. (S-N approach
Method)
Conclusions:- To conclude results obtained by each
process and make a final remarks for the benefits of
company and society.
THEORY OF DRUM PULLEY

The cost of a catastrophic failure in this power range can
have grave consequences on personnel safety and on the
plants profit and loss statement.
Manufacturers differ on the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•

Types of stresses that are important
Fatigue stress range criteria
Allowable stress limits in welded and non-welded
members,
Allowable load limits on the pulley components
Material surface finish criteria in critically stressed
areas

Figure 1. Components of Drum Pulley Assembly(9)
The main components of a pulley for a conveyor belt
application are shown in Figure 1.

•
•
•
•
•

Shell
End-disk And Hub Assembly
Locking Mechanism
Shafts
Lagging

4.1 Design Criteria’s for Pulley Components
The stress criteria comprise of static and fatigue strength
analyses. These stress criteria consist of setting limits on
both the maximum stresses and on the stress range that
can occur in different components of the pulley (shell,
disk, hub and shaft). The three dimensional stress fields
consist of radial, tangential and axial stresses, which are
analyzed in the pulley.

4.2 Static Strength Criteria
While evaluating ductile materials, yield strength of
the material is usually used as the failure criteria. In
the case of brittle materials, like cast iron, which do
not have a yield point, the ultimate strength of the
material is used as the failure criteria. In general the
Distortion Energy Theory for performing static
strength analyses is used. This theory is meant for
ductile materials as it predicts the initiation of yield.
The Von Misse's stress is used in the theory. For a tri-
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axial stress state, the Von Misses stress is defined in
terms of the principal stresses as:

0.5

.

Principal stresses σ1, σ2 and σ3 are normal stresses that act
on planes that do not carry any shear stress. Maximum
and minimum principal stresses act on mutually
perpendicular planes, and are the algebraically largest
and algebraically smallest normal stresses to be found at
a paint in a given stress field.
According to this theory, yielding occurs when the
Von Misses stress equals the yield stress. Experiments
have shown that the distortion-energy theory predicts
yield with the greatest accuracy amongst the accepted
stress theories. The design criterion uses the Distortion
Energy theory with a multiplier of 0.7 which accounts for
probabilistic conditions such as variations in metallurgy,
metal porosity, inclusions, and other uncertain
conditions. This multiplier of 0.7 is slightly higher than
the 0.6 to 0.66 multiplier used for welded structures.
Thus the maximum acceptable Von Misses’ stress in the
shaft, end-disk and shell is (0.7 X yield stress of the
component).
4.3 Fatigue Strength Criteria Shell
In the case of most pulleys, the largest range stresses in
the shell are usually in the tangential or hoop direction
and occur close to the centreline of the pulley. Pulleys
with wide shell faces may have the largest range stress in
the axial direction due to bending in a region close to the
shell/disk connection. The British Standard BS5400 Part
10 is used to determine the allowable stress ranges for the
circumferential and seam welds in the shell for infinite
fatigue life as shown in Figure 2.

Weld
Shell Circumferential Welds have an allowable axial
stress range of 77 MPa (11165 psi) (Class C weld) and
allowable hoop stress range of 100 MPa (14500 psi)
(Class B weld). These values apply if the welds are full
penetration and have been ground flush and proven free
of defects. If they are not ground flush and proven free of
defects, the allowable axial stress range reduces to 55
Mpa (7975 psi) (Class D weld) and the hoop stress range
to 77 MPa (11165 Ps) (Class C weld).
Shell Axial Seam Welds have an allowable axial
stress range of 100 MPa (14500 psi) (Class B weld) and
hoop stress range of 77 MPa (11165 psi) (Class C weld)
if they are full penetration and have been ground flush
and proven free of defects. If not, the allowable axial
stress range reduces to 77 MPa (11165 psi) (Class C
weld) and hoop stress range to 55 MPa (7975 psi) (Class
D weld). These allowable stress ranges are for 10 million
load cycles with a 97% confidence level. Radiographic
and/or a full ultrasonic inspection must be performed to
evaluate the welds.
Disk
For most pulleys, the largest fluctuating or range stresses
in the disk are in the radial direction and are due to enddisk bending. The fatigue strength criteria used here is
that the maximum stress should not exceed the endurance
stress, Se, for infinite life. The endurance stress, Se is
dependent on numerous factors including material type,
surface finish, stress concentration effects, type of
loading, failure mode, etc. A conservative endurance
stress of 40% of yield stress (20% for shear) is used for
ductile materials to account for the following
possibilities, some of which are difficult to quantify:
•
•
•
•
•

Unlimited number of starts and stops
Dynamic loads
Irregularities in lagging thickness
Material buildup
Overloading of the conveyor

Shaft

Figure 2Circumferential and Axial Weld
Classifications(9)

As the pulley rotates the shaft contact pressure under the
locking device changes at the inside and outside
shoulders. The alternating stress introduced due to this
can lead to fatigue failure if the range is large. Therefore
limits are placed on how large this range stress can be
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this range stress should not exceed the limits imposed in
the modified Goodman diagram.
5.

5.1 Solid model details

NON-LINEAR STATIC STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS OF A DRUM PULLEY ASSEMBLY

Mathematically, the finite element method (FEM) is
used for finding approximate solution of partial
differential equations (PDE) as well as of integral
equations. The solution approach is based either on
eliminating the differential equation completely
(steady state problems), or rendering the PDE into an
equivalent ordinary differential equation, which is
then solved using standard techniques such as finite
differences, etc.

Figure 3. Exploded View of Meshed Drum Pulley
Assembly
Table 1. Dimensions of various components

In solving partial differential equations, the
primary challenge is to create an equation which
approximates the equation to be studied, but which is
numerically stable, meaning that errors in the input
data and intermediate calculations do not accumulate
and cause the resulting output to be meaningless. The
Finite Element Method is a good choice for solving
partial differential equations over complex domains or
when the desired precision varies over the entire
domain.
To perform an accurate analysis a structural
engineer must determine such information as
structural loads, geometry, support conditions, and
materials properties. The results of such an analysis
typically include support reactions, stresses and
displacements. This information is then compared to
criteria that indicate the conditions of failure.
Advanced structural analysis may examine dynamic
response, stability and non-linear behaviour.

Table 2. Material Properties of Components

Performing a Static Analysis
Following are the steps in brief to perform a static
analysis:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Build Geometry
Define Material Properties
Generate Mesh
Apply Loads
Obtain Solution
Present the Results

5.2 Meshing
The process for generating a mesh of nodes and elements
consists of three general steps:
•
•
•

Set the element attributes.
Set mesh controls (optional). Hyper mesh offers a
large number of mesh controls from which you can
choose as needs dictate.
Meshing the model.
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It is not alw
ways necessary
y to set mesh controls
c
becauuse
the default mesh controlls are approppriate for manny
models. Alteernatively, you can use the Sm
mart Size featuure
to produce a better quality free mesh.

Thhis equation reepresents a prinncipal stress ellipse as
illustraated in the folloowing Figure

Following arre details of thee elements used for meshing of
given assembbly.
a.
b.
c.
d.

SOLID1186 Element
SHELL181 Element
TARGE
E170 Element
CONTA
A174 Element

Figuree 5. Von-Mises Criteria
Allso shown on the Figure 5 is
i the maximuum shear
stress criterion (daashed line). This
T
theory is
i more
conservvative than thhe von Mises criterion since it lies
inside the Von Missees ellipse.
Inn addition to bounding the principal streesses to
prevennt ductile failuure, the von Misses criteriion also
gives a reasonablee estimation of fatigue failure,
especiaally in cases of
o repeated tennsile and tensiile-shear
loadingg.
Figure 4. Bou
undary Conditions
5.3 Result In
nterpretation

5.4 Ressult Plots
Deform
mation Plot

Von misses stress
s
= SEQV
V i.e. equivalentt stress.

Follow
wing figures arre the Total Deformation
D
P
Plots
for
differeent parts of the Drum Pulley Assembly.
A

Where, σx, σy, σz are the corresponding
c
stresses in X, Y
and Z directiions.
The voon Mises Criiterion, also known as thhe
maximum distortion
d
energ
gy criterion, octahedral
o
sheear
stress theorry, or Maxw
well-Huber-Henncky-von Misses
theory, is often used to estimate the yield of ductiile
materials. The
T
von Mises criterion staates that failuure
occurs whenn the energy of
o distortion reeaches the sam
me
energy forr yield/failu
ure in uniiaxial tensioon.
Mathematicaally, this is exp
pressed as,

Figure 6. Tottal Displacemeent of assemblyy
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Figure 7. Total Displacement of Drum

Figure 12. Stress Distribution for the total Assembly

Figure 8. Total Displacement of Weld

Figure 13. Stress Distribution in Drum

Figure 9. Displacement Plot of End disks

Figure 14. Stress Distribution in Weld

Figure 10. Displacement Plot of Locking Device

Figure 11. Displacement Plot of Shaft Equivalent (VonMisses) stress plot

Figure 15. Stress Distribution in End Disks

Figure 16. Stress Distribution in locking device
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3.

Figure 17. Stress Distribution in Shaft
Result Table
Result table is prepared with the current design criteria
for static strength and fatigue strength as discussed. On
the basis of these criteria safe or failure limit is also
discussed here.

4.

Static strength criteria = 0.7 x Syt
Static strength criteria (for weld) = 0.6 x Syt
A fatigue strength criterion is given for life of 1 E +06
cycles with 97% confidence level.
Table 3. Non-linear static structural analysis result
Table

experimental analysis like cost of an assembly, cost of
experimental setup, time required for fatigue testing
and hence overall testing cost required is very high.
Hence only simulation was done which is less
expensive and more accurate.
At the end it is concluded that the design is strong
enough to sustain 0.5 millions cycle for operating
loading conditions with various cracks. The failure
cause can be stated as the bad quality of weld material,
improper welding, occurrences of multiple cracks,
overloading, improper surface preparation, too much
corrosive environment variables may have amplified
the stress intensity by 20 times. At this amplified stress
intensity weld component has failed to survive 0.5
millions cycles.
This simulation concept is not yet thoroughly
implemented in industry as well as in academics
because the simulation software’s like ANSYS which
are designed and developed on fatigue failure concepts
are in initial stage of development. But definitely this
will be the future asset of fatigue prediction for all FEA
engineers.
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Abstract: To ensure good quality and thick uniform coat of painting, it is a practice to dip automobile components in
massive paint tanks. However due to space optimization, instead of being circular, the tanks that are designed are
rectangular in nature. Typical pressure vessel design applies to closed circular pressure vessels. However there is no
standard in design of half open rectangular vessels. In this paper, Parametric Design Language APDL, ISMC200 API650
code, was applied to model flow and concentration field of a tracer within a 3D rectangular tank. The force analysis of the
tanks is about the same irrespective of the chemical nature of the product.
Keywords: Non Linear Finite Element Analysis
Parametric Design Language APDL

1.

, Rectangular tanks, Large Paint tanks, Reinforced tank, design,

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objective:-

Fluid storage tanks are usually designed with two
objectives, i.e. to provide a specified maximum storage
volume and to fix a certain total head over the fluid
supply network. Only more recently, some attention has
been paid to the fluid quality inside the storage tank since
this can significantly affect the quality in the distribution
systems. In rectangular tanks, flow pattern is much more
unpredictable, heavily depending on the tank geometry
and the characteristics of fluid inlets. In general, two
ideal flows can be defined for rectangular tanks: the
“plug flow” and the “mixing flow”. In the “plug flow”
there is no mixing or diffusion along the flow path and
the maximal waste concentration is found in the outlet. In
the “mixing flow” the exit stream from the tank has the
same composition as the fluid within the tank providing
greater uniformity conditions due to the intense mixing.
Nevertheless, in rectangular paint tanks it is very usual to
have deviations from these two ideal flow patterns,
existing short-circuiting streams leaving the tank without
mixing well with remaining liquid, and dead volumes
with low renovation rates. Both phenomena will
contribute to a low efficiency in liquid use and to make
the treatment of wastes more difficult. Develop
programme (algorithm) to study all these concern.

1.
2.

3.
4.

To make a study about the analysis and design of
rectangular tanks.
To make a study about the guidelines for the design of
liquid retaining structure according to Parametric
Design Language APDL, API650 code.
To know about the design philosophy for the safe and
economical design of rectangular tank.
To develop programme(algorithm) for the design of
rectangular tank to avoid the tedious calculations.

1.2 FEA analysis characteristics:1.
2.
3.

Non linear material property
Non linear contact simulation
Analysis at tank load conditions

2.

MODELING OF RECTANGULAR TANK

Rectangular tank and stiffeners are modeled in Ansys
classic (Parametric Design Language APDL).
2.1 Algorithm:Put the input values, were; w-width of tank=14000mm,
t1-thickness of tank=10mm,t2-innerthickness of beam,
l2-flange length, t3-outerthickness of beam, l1-Enter web
length, l3-length of tank=7000mm, th-height of
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tank=7000mm, n1- no of horizontal beams in yz plane
,n2-no. of vertical beams in xz plane, n3-no. of vertical
beams in yz plane, n4- no of vertical beams in xz plane,
n5- no of hori beams in xy plane, n6-no. of vertical
beams in xy plane.

ADRAG, NL1, NL2, NL3, NL4, NL5, NL6, NLP1, NLP2,
NLP3, NLP4, NLP5, NLP6
ÆIn this case use do loop so that we can increase the no
of sections,syntax for that is,
*DO, Par, IVAL, FVAL, INC
Let,
dleg=(l3/2)+t1-(l2/2)
lgen,(((n1-1)/2)+1),4,6,1,,-dleg/((n1-1)/2)
a1=((n1-1)/2)+1
x=4
*do,i,1,(3*a1),1
adrag,x,,,,,,1
x=x+1
*enddo
c)Step 3-

Figure 1. 2D Model of rectangular tank in xy
plane
a)Step 1Draw the lines which is to be dragged in x,y,z plane.
Let draw keypoints and lines with commands are, ÆK,
NPT, X, Y, Z
L, Kpt1, Kpt2
k,1,((w/2)+t1+l2/2),0,0
k,2,((w/2)+t1+l2/2),0,th
k,3,0,0,0
k,4,((w/2)+t1+l2/2),-(l3/2),0
l,1,2
l,1,4
l,1,3
b)Step 2ÆDraw the section in xy plane. with keypoints
k, 5,((w/2)+t1+(t2/2)),(-l2/2),0
k, 6,((w/2)+t1+(t2/2)),(l2/2),0
k,7,((w/2)+t1+(t2/2)),0,0
k,8,((w/2)+t1+t2+l1+(t3/2)),(-l2/2),0
k,9,((w/2)+t1+t2+l1+(t3/2)),(l2/2),0
k,10,((w/2)+t1+t2+l1+(t3/2)),0,0
l,5,6
l, 7,10
l,8,9
ÆNext generate the section with how many times which
you want, by using ‘LGEN’ command, “LGEN, ITIME,
NL1, NL2, NINC, DX, DY, DZ, KINC, NOELEM,
IMOVE”

ÆAnd drag this along the line whichever we drawn

ÆSimilarly draw the secton in xy plane, generate it and
adrag along the line in yz plane
ÆFind keypoints 1001, 1002, 1003, 1004, 1005, 1006,
draw lines
ÆHere, check were the line ends so that it can be used in
do command,
Line no is
a2= (3*a1)+1
a3=((n2-1)/2)+1
Use in lgen command,
dleg2=w/2+t1+l2-l2/2
lgen,((n2-1)/2)+1,(4*a2),((4*a2)+2),1,-(dleg2/((n2-1)/2))
ÆUse do command with parameters, a2, a3.
d)Step 4ÆSimilarly, draw the section along xz plane, take
keypoints as maximum as possible, let keypoints are,
2001, 2002, 2003,2004,2005,2006.
ÆSimilarly, adrag section along the yz line, use does
loop here also, so that we can increase the no, of section.
a4=a1+a3
a5=(a4*12)+4
dleg3=th-l2
lgen,((n3-1)/2+1),a5,(a5+2),1,,,dleg3/((n3-1)/2)
a6=((n3-1)/2)+1
Use do command with parameters a5,a6.
e)Step 5Similarly, draw the section along yz plane, take
keypoints as maximum as possible, let keypoints are,
3001, 3002,3003,3004,3005,3006.
Similarly, adrag section along the xy line, use does loop
here also, so that we can increase the no, of section.
a7=a1+a3+a6
a8=(a7*12)+4
a9=((n4-1)/2)+1
dleg4=th-l2
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lgen,((n4-1)/2+1),a8,(a8+2),1,,,dleg4/((n4-1)/2)
ÆUse do command with parameter a8,a9
f)Step 6ÆSimilarly, draw the section along yz plane, take
keypoints as maximum as possible, let keypoints are,
4001, 4002, 4003,4004,4005,4006.
Æadrag section along the xy line, use do loop here also,
so that we can increase the no, of section.
a10=a1+a3+a6+a9
a11=(a10*12)+4
a12=((n5-1)/2)+1
dleg5=(l3/2)+t1-(l2/2)
lgen,(((n5-1)/2)+1),a11,(a11+2),1,,-dleg5/((n5-1)/2)
Æuse do command with parameter a12,a13

Figure 2.Final FEM model of 1/4th rectangular
tank

g)step7ÆSimilarly, draw the section along xz plane, take
keypoints as maximum as possible, let keypoints are,
5001, 5002, 5003,5004,5005,5006
Æadrag section along the xy line, use does loop here
also, so that we can increase the no, of section.
a13=a1+a3+a6+a9+a12
a14=(12*a13)+4
a15=((n6-1)/2)+1
dleg6=(w/2)+t1-(l2/2)
lgen,a15,a14,(a14+2),1,-dleg6/((n6-1)/2)
*do,j4,1,(3*a15),1
adrag,a14,,,,,,2
a14=a14+1
*enddo
h)step8:Ædraw the tank sheet, by taking various tank length
considering various keypoints
k,6001,((w/2)+(t1/2)),0,0
k,6002,((w/2)+(t1/2)),-(dleg+(l2/2)-((t2/2)+(t1/2))),0
k,6003,((w/2)+(t1/2)),0,th-((t2/2)+(t1/2))
l,6001,6002
l,6001,6003
And drag lines along the xy,yz,zx plane
2.2 Final model :We have consider only 1/4th part of rectangular tank.

3.

III.DEFINING CONTACTS

3.1 AlgorithmÆIt is necessary to define the contacts between beams
and tank , for this the normal should be in same side for
both thank and beam.
a) contact_1Select the areas. So that, let us consider the sections of yz
plane, using asel command, syntax for asel is
asel, Type, Item, Comp, VMIN, VMAX, VINC, KSWP
asel,s,loc,x,(w/2+t1+t2/2),(w/2+t1+3*t2/2+l1)
asel,r,loc,y,l2/2,-dleg-l2/2
cm,area1,areas
cmsel,s,area1
esize,10
real,2
amesh,all
allsel,below,areas
ensym,,,,all
allsel
Æ define the target1Consider, the nodal components,
nsel, s, loc,x,(w/2+t1+t2/2),(w/2+t1+t2/2+t1/10)
cm,target_1,nodes
allsel
Æ Define contact_1asel,s,loc,x,(w/2+t1/2),(w/2+t1/2+t1/10)
cm,area2,areas
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c)contact_3:-

Figure 3. Contact_1 of rectangular tank
b) Contact 2ÆSelect areas , along xy plane
asel,s,loc,z,(th),(th+t2+l1)
cm,area3,areas
cmsel,s,area3
esize,10
real,2
amesh,all
allsel
ÆDefine target_2nsel,s,loc,z,(th),(th+t1/10)
nsel,r,loc,x,-l2,((w/2)+t1+(t2/2))
cm,target_2,nodes
Allsel
ÆDefine contact_2asel,s,loc,z,(th-t1/2-t2/2),(th-t1/2-t2/2+t1/10)
cm,area4,areas
cmsel,s,area4
esize,100
real,1
amesh,all
allsel,below,areas
ensym,,,,all
allsel
nsel,s,loc,z,(th-t1/2-t2/2),(th-t1/2-t2/2+t1/10)
cm,contact_2,nodes
allsel

ÆDefine target3:select the areas along xz plane
asel,s,loc,y,-(dleg+(l2/2)-((t2/2)+(t1/2))+t1/2+t2/2),(dleg+(l2/2)-((t2/2)+(t1/2))+t1/2+t2+t2/2+l1)
select area 6
cm,area6,areas
cmsel,s,area6
esize,10
real,2
amesh,all
allsel,below,area
ensym,,,,all
allsel
nsel,s,loc,y,-(dleg+(l2/2)-((t2/2)+(t1/2))),-(dleg+(l2/2)((t2/2)+(t1/2))+t1/10)
nsel,r,loc,x,-l2,((w/2)+t1+(t2/2))
nsel,r,loc,z,-l2,th
cm,contact_3,nodes
allsel
nsel,r,loc,x,-l2,((w/2)+t1+(t2/2))
nsel,r,loc,z,-l2,th
cm,target_3,nodes
allsel

Æ Define contact_3 :select area 5
asel,s,loc,y,-(dleg+(l2/2)-((t2/2)+(t1/2))),-(dleg+(l2/2)((t2/2)+(t1/2))+t1/10)
cm, area5, areas
cmsel,s, area5
esize,100
real,1
amesh,all
nsel,s,loc,y,-(dleg+(l2/2)-((t2/2)+(t1/2))),-(dleg+(l2/2)((t2/2)+(t1/2))+t1/10)
cm,contact_3, nodes
allsel

Figure 5. Contact_3 of rectangular tank
Figure 4. Contact_2 of rectangular tank
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4.

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSYS

The finite element method (FEM), sometimes referred to
as finite element analysis (FEA), is a computational
technique used to obtain approximate solutions of
boundary value problems in engineering. The rectangular
tank, some design complications, such as, to facilitate the
flow to paint. The analysis has to be done in FEA to
validate all these concerns. Stiffeners are attached to
Rectangular tank to strengthen the panel against pressure
loads. Stiffeners must be spaced at some convenient
spacing so that stress is less than allowable stress.
Stiffener may also function as column supports as well as
plate reinforcement. Stiffeners are generally welded to
the tank sheet although there are other methods to join.
4.1 Meshing of the model:-

den=0.0000001
wt=vol*den*9810
Apply fluid pressure to bottom of the tank,
cmsel,s,contact_2
sf,all,pres,(wt/base)
allsel
Simmilarly,applies gradient fluid pressure to another
both side of the tank.Hence,
side1=(th-(t2/2+t1/2))*((dleg+l2/2)-(t2/2+t1/2))
side2=(w/2+t1/2)*(th-(t2/2+t1/2))
sfgrad,pres,,z,0,(wt/side1)/(th-(t2/2+t1/2))
cmsel,s,contact_1
sf,all,pres,0
allsel
sfgrad,pres,,z,0,(wt/side2)/(th-(t2/2+t1/2))
cmsel,s,contact_3
sf,all,pres,0
allsel

Meshing is the method of dividing the model into the
number of element to obtain the good accuracy in the
analysis. Meshing size of stiffeners are 10mm, and Tank
sheet mesing size 100mm

Figure 7.Boundry conditions of rectangular tank.

Figure 6.FE mesh of of 10mm Mesh size of tank sheet
and 100mm size of stiffeners.
4.2 Boundry Conditions:Here,Tank bottom should be fixed.There is a effect of
centre of gravity,9.81m/sec2.Also,there is a effect of
fluid pressure of density 1000kg/m3.
a)Algorithm:Here,Tank bottom should be fixed.There is a effect of
centre of gravity,9.81m/sec2.Also,there is a effect of
fluid pressure.
Let,applies pressure all volume,so that, volumme,density
and wt of the tank are,
vol=(w/2+t1/2)*(th-(t2/2+t1/2))*((dleg+l2/2)-(t2/2+t1/2))

Figure 8.Symmetry conditions of rectangular tank.
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Figure 12.deformation vs no. of stiffeners
Figure 9. Total Deformation of 10mm Mesh size of tank
sheet and 100mm size of stiffeners.

6.

CONCLUSION

•

The additional support structure is having an effect
on the stresses of the rectangular tank.
As the number of stiffeners increases the stresses is
observing a corresponding decrease..
Based on the study, having around n1=13
,n2=11,n3=5,n4=5,n5=17,n6=15 Stiffeners is ideal
from both cost and design considerations.
Programs for the design of rectangular tank can
avoid the tedious calculations.
Rectangular tank design philosophically the safe and
economical design

•
•
•
•
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